As the core control system of a rolling mill, the hydraulic automatic gauge control (HAGC) system is key to ensuring a rolling process with high speed, high precision and high reliability. However, a HAGC system is typically a mechanical-electric-hydraulic coupling system with nonlinear characteristics. The vertical vibration of the load easily occurs during the working process, which seriously affects the stability of the system and the causes are difficult to determine. In this work, the theory and method of nonlinear dynamics were employed. The load vertical vibration model of the HAGC system was established. Then, the multi-scale method was utilized to solve the obtained model, and the singularity theory was further applied to derive the transition set. Moreover, the research object of this article focused on some nonlinear factors such as excitation force, elastic force and damping force. The effects of the above feature parameters on bifurcation behavior were emphatically explored. The bifurcation characteristic of the load vertical vibration of the HAGC system was revealed. The research results indicate that the bifurcation curves in each sub-region, divided by the transition set, possess their own topological structure. The changes of the feature parameters, such as the nonlinear stiffness coefficient, liquid column height, nonlinear damping coefficient, and external excitation have an influence on the vibration amplitude of the HAGC system. By reasonably adjusting the nonlinear stiffness coefficient to effectively avoid the resonance region, the stability of the system will be facilitated. Furthermore, this is conducive to the system's stability as it properly controls the size of the liquid column height of the hydraulic cylinder. The appropriate nonlinear damping coefficient can decrease the unstable area, which is beneficial to the stability of the system. However, large external excitation is not conducive to the stability of the system.
Introduction
In the metallurgical industry, the rolling mill represents a core piece of equipment. However, it has been found that there are always some parameter changes or disturbance factors during the rolling process, which may induce vibration in the rolling mill [1, 2] . This may even cause the load roll system to produce vertical vibration with large amplitude, leading to production accidents such as steel-heaping, strip breakage, component damage and so on [3] [4] [5] . The hydraulic automatic gauge control (HAGC) system is considered the core control system of a rolling mill. The stability of the HAGC system is crucial to ensuring a rolling process with high speed, high precision and high reliability.
For a long time, many scholars and research institutions have explored the rolling mill's vibration characteristics, and rich results have been demonstrated. Zhong et al. [6] explored the mechanism of interfacial coupling and electromechanical coupling in the vibration of rolling mills. It was found that the various vibration phenomena of a high-speed rolling mill were related to various interactions of the rolling process. Wang et al. [7] conducted a series of studies on the control of plate thickness and plate shape, which laid a theoretical foundation for improving the control accuracy of the HAGC system. Chen et al. [8] studied the nonlinear parametric vibration of a four-roll cold strip mill and explored the influence of the deformation resistance of rolled piece on parametric resonance. The effects of rolling speed and tension on the nonlinear vibration of the rolling mill were investigated by Sun et al. [9] , and the influence of external excitation frequency on system stability was analyzed. Liu et al. [10] researched the vertical, nonlinear parametric vibration characteristics of the mill roll system, and discussed the influence of parameters such as damping, stiffness and external excitation on system stability. In consideration of the change of parameters, Liu et al. [11] analyzed the partial bifurcation phenomenon of the load roll system, finding that both internal resonance and main resonance have an amplitude jump phenomenon. Yan et al. [12] studied the coupling vibration mechanism and vibration suppression method of the rolling mill. The characteristics and laws of vibration of the hot rolling mill were studied by the analysis of the measured signals, both in the time and frequency domain [13, 14] . Yang et al. [15] researched the nonlinear modeling and stability of the vertical vibration of a cold rolling mill. The singular value theory was used to analyze the stability of the system. Moreover, the effects of parameters such as damping and stiffness on the vibration characteristics of the system were researched. In terms of periodic excitation, Bi et al. [16, 17] studied the bifurcation mechanism of oscillations of the dynamic system. Wang and Qian et al. [18, 19] investigated the effects of important components such as pump [20] [21] [22] [23] and valve [24, 25] on the vibration characteristics. Bai et al. [26] [27] [28] researched the vibration of the pump under varied conditions. Zhang et al. [29] [30] [31] studied the influence of excitation forces on the vibration of the pump and the measure of noise reduction. Niziol et al. [32] investigated the effect of rolling speed on the vibration of a mill roll system, and analyzed the steady state domain of the vibration of the roller system under different rolling speeds. Heidari et al. [33, 34] studied the influence of friction damping and lubrication state on the flutter of cold strip mill, and analyzed the effects of some main parameters of lubricant on the critical vibration velocity. In order to study the self-excited vibration and nonlinear paramagnetic vibration of the rolling process, a nonlinear mathematical model for the vibration of the rolling mill was established by Drzymala et al. [35] .
The above research results have provided a theoretical guidance for the vibration mechanism analysis and vibration suppression of the rolling mill system. Nevertheless, based on the existing research results, some problems have been discovered. In most of the research results, the influence of the HAGC system is often overlooked when the vertical vibration of the rolling mill is analyzed [36, 37] . In essence, the HAGC system is a nonlinear closed-loop system, which has many factors affecting its stability. If it is unstable, it will certainly have an influence on the vibration characteristics of the load roll system [38, 39] . In addition, with the development of nonlinear science, it is of important theoretical significance to reveal the essence and mechanism of the system dynamic process by applying the nonlinear dynamics theory, which simultaneously presents broad application prospects [40] [41] [42] . This area is worthy of further study when the theory and method of nonlinear dynamics are utilized to explore the vibration mechanism of the HAGC system, and then to obtain the influence law and incentive of nonlinear factors on the vibration characteristics of the system.
In this paper, based on the theory and method of nonlinear dynamics, the influence of some nonlinear parameters of the HAGC system on load vertical vibration will be researched. Moreover, the bifurcation characteristics of load vertical vibration will be emphatically explored to reveal the instability mechanism of the HAGC system. In Section 2, the vertical vibration model of the load of the HAGC system is established. In Section 3, the bifurcation characteristic of load vertical vibration is analyzed. In Section 4, the effects of some feature parameters on bifurcation behavior are thoroughly explored. In Section 5, some conclusions are provided.
Vertical Vibration Model of Load
The external load of the HAGC system consists of several rollers, which present the symmetrical structure [43] . The basic load structure of the commonly used, four-high mill's HAGC system is shown in Figure 1 . In addition, the structure and vibration of load possess symmetry [44] . Moreover, some nonlinear factors such as nonlinear stiffness, nonlinear damping and nonlinear excitation are also considered. Then, a nonlinear load vertical vibration model of the HAGC system is built, as displayed in Figure 2 . According to Newton's second law, the nonlinear load vertical vibration equation of a HAGC system can be represented as:
where, and rod cavity, respectively; L F is external load force. F Δ is external disturbance excitation. F Δ is mainly caused by the factors such as the pulsation of oil source, the fluctuations of rolled metal thickness or tension etc., which can be expressed by cos F t ω [45] . F is the amplitude of external excitation.
Among them, the expression of nonlinear elastic force ( ) k F y can be expressed by [46] :
where 1 L is the liquid column height of control cavity of hydraulic cylinder.
The expression of nonlinear friction ( ) c F y  can be displayed as [47, 48] : 
where m μ is the maximum dynamic friction factor; s μ is static friction factor; m v is vibration velocity; N F is the positive pressure of piston acts on cylinder wall, which mainly depends on the factors such as the tightness degree of assembly, the hardness of sealing material, and the radial component of load.
Analysis of Bifurcation Characteristic
As below, the bifurcation characteristic of load vertical vibration is analyzed in detail. Moreover, the multi-scale method is utilized to solve the nonlinear equation of load vertical vibration.
Firstly, the small parameter factor ε and a series of slow-change time scales n T are employed [49, 50] .
Then, n T are regarded as independent variables; there are:
where n D is a symbol of partial differential operator:
Equation (1) can be further sorted as:
where 0
Then, the right side of Equation (11) is multiplied by ε ; there is:
Suppose that ω is close to 0 ω , that is:
where ω is perturbation frequency, 0 ω is natural frequency, σ is the frequency tuning factor.
Equation (13) is substituted into Equation(12); there is:
Among them:
Assume that Equation (14) has the solution with the following form when it is under the external excitation:
Substituting Equation (16) into Equation (14), Equations (8) and (9) are introduced. Then, the partial differential equations can be obtained:
The solution for the first equation of Equation (17) is set as: Substituting Equation (18) into the second equation of Equation (17), there is:
The secular term is further eliminated. In Equation (20) , the coefficient of 0 0 i e T ω is set to zero; there is:
Then, Equation (19) is substituted into Equation (21) . Moreover, the real and imaginary parts are separated; there are: 
In Equation (23), when 1 0 D a = and 1 0 D ϕ = , the system has a stable vibration amplitude and frequency; there are: 2  2  1  1  0 2  1  1  1 0   2   3  3  1 0  1  1  1 0  1  1   9  sin  4   3  2 c o s 4 ( )
In Equation (24), the square sum is performed to eliminate the parameter ϕ ; there are:
Equation (25) is unfolded and organized; there is:
( ) 
Equation (26) can be further written as: 
According to the singularity theory [51] , Equation (30) If the values of the open fold parameters are different, the system will have different bifurcation patterns. Assume: In the singularity theory, the transition set is a very important concept. This is the set of folding parameters corresponding to the non-persistent bifurcation diagram of the universal unfolding ( , , )
G a μ λ . The sets of bifurcation point, lag point, and double limit point correspond to the three types of the non-persistence bifurcation diagram [52, 53] .
(1) Bifurcation point set
(2) Lag point set
a μ λ };
(3) Double limit point set
The transition set can divide the neighborhood of the origin of the real space n R into several subregions, and the bifurcation diagram of the universal unfolding ( , , ) G a μ λ in each subregion is persistent. In the same subregion, the bifurcation diagrams corresponding to different folding parameters λ are equivalent. Then, all the persistent bifurcation maps of ( , , ) G a μ λ can be enumerated according to these subregions.
Next, singularity theory is applied to solve the transition set of bifurcation Equation (30), and the bifurcation characteristics of the system are explored. The subscripts R and I represent the new transition set generated by the conventional transition set and nonlinear action, respectively [54] .
Bifurcation point set:
Lag point set: λ and 2 λ , the topological structure changes at the transition set. It indicates that the system has different vibration behaviors in diverse subregions and will exhibit different bifurcation behaviors under various parameter combinations. Therefore, by analyzing the bifurcation characteristics of the system, the parameter region that causes the system to be unstable can be determined. Meanwhile, from the obtained topological structures of the bifurcation curve in different subregions, the bifurcation state of the system can be changed by the disturbance parameter μ . In a certain bifurcation form, the change of μ will lead to the change of vibration amplitude, which in turn changes the vibration behavior of the system. 
Research on Bifurcation Behavior
The load of the HAGC system will be affected by different forces during the working process. The influence factors are diverse and complex. The research object of this article will focus on some nonlinear factors such as the excitation force, elastic force and damping force. The selected nonlinear forces are important influence factors. The effects of the above feature parameters on bifurcation behavior are explored.
The actual physical parameters of the 650 4/6-roll cold rolling mill from the "National Engineering Research Center for Equipment and Technology of Cold Strip Rolling" are employed in the following research. Some unmeasured parameters are empirical estimates. The parameters are shown in Table 1 . The photos of the 650 4/6-roll cold rolling mill are displayed in Figure 5 . The influence of nonlinear elastic force can be reflected by the nonlinear stiffness coefficient α . Hence, the effect of α on bifurcation characteristics is firstly researched. According to Equation (11) derived in the previous section, the bifurcation diagram when α changes is revealed in Figure 6 .
The jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude will gradually be enhanced with the increase in α . The degree of jump phenomenon is especially severe in the resonance region. However, when it is far away from the resonance region, the degree of jump will be reduced. The primary reason for the above result is that the change of the nonlinear stiffness coefficient α affects the natural frequency 0 ω of the system. As α increases, the natural frequency of the system increases. The change of natural frequency results in the resonance phenomenon when natural frequency couples with external excitation frequency ω . However, the resonance phenomenon can cause the increase in system instability. Therefore, if α is reasonably adjusted to effectively avoid the resonance region, the stability of the system will be facilitated. Additionally, the nonlinear elastic force can be influenced by the liquid column height 1 L of control cavity. So, the effect of 1 L on bifurcation characteristics was further studied. The bifurcation diagram with the variation of 1 L is displayed in Figure 7 . When 1 L is close to the two ends of hydraulic cylinder, the jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude is more serious. When 1 L is away from the ends of the hydraulic cylinder, the degree of amplitude jump is relatively reduced. The bifurcation phenomenon near the middle position (130 mm) is more complex. The foremost reason is that the stiffness of the hydraulic spring is related to the piston position of the hydraulic cylinder. When the piston is in the middle position, the liquid compressibility is most affected. At this time, the hydraulic spring stiffness is small and the natural frequency of the system is low. Therefore, it shows poor stability in the system. Hence, properly controlling the size of 1 L is conducive to the stability of the system. The effect of nonlinear damping force can be reflected by the nonlinear damping coefficient β . Hence, the influence of β on bifurcation characteristics was analyzed. The bifurcation diagram with the change of β is illustrated in Figure 8 . As can be observed, the jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude will gradually decrease with the increase in β , and the vibration amplitude is effectively suppressed. However, when the value of β exceeds a certain threshold, the suppression effect for vibration amplitude is no longer obvious, and the jump phenomenon of vibration amplitude still exists. The main reason is that the appropriate β can narrow the frequency band of resonance and decrease the unstable area, which is beneficial to the stability of the system. Since the influence of nonlinear excitation force can be reflected by the external excitation amplitude F , the effect of F on bifurcation characteristics was also investigated. The bifurcation diagram with the variation of F is demonstrated in Figure 9 . It will be observed that the jump phenomenon of vibration amplitude will gradually strengthen with the increase in F . Furthermore, the degree of jump will gradually increase. The main reason is that the increase in F can widen the frequency band of resonance and augment the instability of the system. 
Conclusions
On the basis of the theory of nonlinear dynamics, the bifurcation characteristics of load vertical vibration of the HAGC system were researched. The effects of some important parameters on bifurcation characteristics were emphatically explored. Through in-depth research, some conclusions are drawn:
(1) The bifurcation curves in each subregion have their own topological structure. With the change of the open fold parameters, the topological structure changes at the transition set. Moreover, the system has different vibration behaviors in diverse subregions, and will exhibit different bifurcation behaviors under various parameter combinations. Therefore, by analyzing the bifurcation characteristics of the system, the parameter region that causes the system to be unstable can be determined. (2) With the increase in the nonlinear stiffness coefficient α , the jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude will gradually be enhanced. Especially, the degree of jump phenomenon is severe in the resonance region. However, the degree of jump will be reduced when it is far away from the resonance region. Therefore, if α is reasonably adjusted to effectively avoid the resonance region, the stability of the system will be facilitated.
(3) The jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude is more serious when the liquid column height 1 L is close to the two ends of hydraulic cylinder. The degree of amplitude jump is relatively reduced when 1 L is located in the middle section of the hydraulic cylinder. However, the bifurcation phenomenon near the middle position is more complex. Hence, properly controlling the size of 1 L is conducive to the stability of the system. (4) With the increase in the nonlinear damping coefficient β , the jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude will gradually decrease, and the vibration amplitude is effectively suppressed. However, the suppression effect for vibration amplitude is no longer obvious when the value of β exceeds a certain threshold, and the jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude still exists. The appropriate β can narrow the frequency band of resonance and decrease the unstable area, which is beneficial to the stability of the system. (5) With the increase in the external excitation amplitude F , the jump phenomenon of the vibration amplitude will gradually strengthen. Moreover, the degree of jump will gradually increase, which is not conducive to the stability of the system.
The acquired results provide a theoretical basis for vibration traceability and suppression of the HAGC system. This research can provide an important basis for the further study on nonlinear dynamic behaviors of the HAGC system.
